
TECHRIDER MISCHGEWEBE 

- laptop & audio-interface/external soundcard (RME)

- 2 microphones Shure SM 58

- instruments: guitar, various synthesizers, keyboards, some midi-controllers, cables etc.

- 9 adapters: balanced jack male to XLR male (multicore cable, 3m length)

- our own sound technician (most of the time) ;-)

- 2 microphone stands with boom arms & shure clamps 

- 2 monitors 

- XLR cables (if our multicore cable isn‘t long enough)

- 2 tables ca. 1 x 1.5 - 2 m diameter and at least 1 m hight (important: we have to be able to play keyboard on the table) 
- OR 1 table 1 x 2 m.

We prefer the standard stage risers and not garden tables / dinner tables / foldable tables etc. If there are no stage risers available, a 
solution must be provided to bring the „normal“ table(s) to a hight of 1 m.

In an attempt to reduce our carbon footprint a little bit, we generally travel to our gigs by train and cannot bring our own tables.
 
If you are unsure if your table(s) are suitable for us, please contact us as early as possible (mischgewebe@gmail.com / Bill: +41 78 699 
80 16) and we can look for the best solution together. We can be very flexible and also come by car if there is no other way:)

WHAT WE WILL NEED FROM YOU:

WHAT WE WILL BRING TO THE SHOW:
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TECHRIDER MISCHGEWEBE

We will travel with our own sound technician, Valeria, as often as possible. Although our setup is pretty simple and works almost 
everywhere, we are thankful for a tech rider of your venue beforehand. If we are unable to bring our own technician, it would be great 
if your house tech could do our sound. Of course we would inform you beforehand if that is the case.

All our sound comes out of our laptop. Also guitar, hardware synths and vocals (so basically everything) go into the audiointerface, 
are treated with effects in Ableton Live and then come out of the interface again.

So the FOH tech will just get 9 channels to mix straight out of the interface. Our audiointerface has balanced jack-outputs, so we will 
bring a multicore-cable of 3m length that will provide 9 adapters from jack to XLR. That way we can easily connect it to a stage box 
under our table. (if the connections to the FOH are further away, we will need 9 XLR cables to extend our multicore cable)

The 9 channels are:

GENERAL INFORMATION
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1 Kick
2 Snare
3 Hihat & Percussion
4 Bass
5 Guitar
6 Lead Vocals (Mel)
7 / 8 Synths (stereo channel)
9 Backing Vocals (Bill)



FOH 9 CHANNELS OUT FOR 
THE SOUND TECH TO MIX

STAGE PLAN MISCHGEWEBE

BILL
MEL

2 TABLES ca. 1 x 1.5 m OR 1 
table 2 x 1 m (lenght x width)
and 1 m hight (no less!)

MONITOR

MIC STAND WITH 
BOOM ARM

MIC STAND WITH 
BOOM ARM

MONITOR

AUDIENCE AUDIENCE AUDIENCE
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TECHRIDER MISCHGEWEBE
If there are any questions at all, don‘t hesitate to contact us. Communication is key;-)

E-Mail: mischgewebe@gmail.com

Phone Bill: + 41 78 699 80 16

(Phone Mel: +41 78 710 51 96 - if there are any questions of technical nature, you should call Bill, though:-)

We are looking forward to meeting you and playing at your venue<3

Peace & Love 

Bill B and Mel D aka mischgewebe


